
Dr. N. Polloni 
Areas of specialization: medieval ontology, medieval natural philosophy, hylomorphism, history of science. 
 
Areas of current research: later medieval theories of matter (metaphysics and epistemology), medieval 
hylomorphism, medieval ontology, Roger Bacon, 13th- and 14th-century metaphysics. 
 
Concrete research projects: While I am open to consider additional topics, I would be happy to supervise theses 
related to the following general themes, which can be instantiated into a plurality of more specific topics: 
 
Medieval ontology of the natural world: matter, elements, and mixtures. What are the basic constituents of the 
natural world? In the European Middle Ages, the answer was dual: matter and form (metaphysics) and the four 
elements and their mixtures (natural philosophy). Philosophical harmonization of these interpretative devices 
originated major problems about the ontological constitution of the natural world. Writing a thesis on this topic may 
be a very good option for students willing to appreciate the intertwining of metaphysics and natural philosophy.  
 
Philosophical ripples: Roger Bacon’s speculations on being, nature, and humans. Roger Bacon was a formidable 
thinker that elaborated remarkably original positions about most philosophical issues debated at the time, often in 
opposition to mainstream philosophers like Aquinas and Bonaventure. Working on Bacon will allow students to enjoy 
a unique speculative horizon and engage with a challenging yet absolutely rewarding philosopher. Projects can be 
designed following the students’ specific interests in either philosophy and natural science (or both). 
 
What a mess! Medieval narratives of chaos and cosmogonic (dis)order. Inherited from Plato’s Timaeus, narratives of 
primordial chaos abounded in the Middle Ages: floating elements that disorderly move, matter unable to stay put, 
constant change with neither aim nor goal. Yet how could such original disorder be consistent with the ideal of a 
good Creator and with natural philosophy? Students can delve into medieval descriptions of chaotic beginnings and 
expand on theological, philosophical, and physical implications, as well as further cosmogonic narratives.  
 
Light it up: Metaphysics and physics of light. Intertwining physical, metaphysical, and theological considerations, 
medieval philosophers dedicated much time in discussing about light. What is light, according to them? And how 
does it interact with the physical world and humans living in it? Theories of light were discussed cross-disciplinarily: 
ontology, physics, optics, theories of perception, and divine illumination. Students can engage with a diverse set of 
problems, philosophical domains, and authors appreciating the crucial value of this notion for medieval thinkers. 
 
Paradigm shifts? Aristotle, the Arabs, and the reshaping of medieval philosophy. Translations of most of Aristotle’s 
works and Islamicate Aristotelians were made in a matter of decades and abruptly reshaped the Latinate 
philosophical debate. The first reception of Aristotelianism was marked by controversies, condemnations, and bans. 
What were the thorniest points of the first reception of Aristotelianism? How were these “new” works received and 
discussed in different philosophical domains? Interested student will be able to enjoy the emergence of a new 
philosophical framework and the diverse tensions accompanying it. 
 
Disentangling queerness in medieval philosophy. A much-neglected topic, the way in which queerness was debated 
by medieval philosophy is a challenging topic that still need to be properly assessed. Grounded on the intertwining 
of ethics and natural philosophy, discussion of queerness was imbued with cultural and theological considerations. 
Unfortunately, there is not much material (both primary and secondary sources) and in most cases the primary texts 
are not translated: hence, some preliminary knowledge of Latin is strongly recommended. 
 
Race and ethnic alterity in medieval literate culture and philosophy. Like with queerness, medieval philosophical 
discussions of race and ethnicity, too, have been scarcely discussed and studied. Recent scholarly contributions 
provide materials that students can use to delve into how this topic was discussed in the Middle Ages. A possible 
way to engage with the theme is to trace cultural considerations back to the philosophical debate. Yet individual 
projects will be designed with interested students and expand on their preferred research questions. 


